Waukesha County Technical College needs your help in shaping the future of manufacturing. We are continually developing opportunities for donor recognition and benefits throughout the Integrated Manufacturing Center (IMC). We look forward to discussing these opportunities with you to determine how best we might recognize your contribution in a permanent and meaningful way.

### $1.5 million and above
- Name on the WCTC Industrial Building
- Contribute to strategic direction of new associate degrees in the School of Applied Technologies, as well as the quality and evolution of existing programs
- Recognition through various WCTC marketing endeavors (with prior approval)
- Public recognition at commencement in 2015, if desired
- Special invitation to other College events as appropriate
- **Partner with instructors on new and existing curriculum development (i.e. robotics, vision systems, hydraulics, programmable logic controllers)**
- Opportunity for display in IMC lobby
- Exclusive invitation to annual Dean’s Reception for recognizing highest achieving students and opportunity to present
- First consideration to mentor students on key projects
- Company tour once per semester in select courses
- Company coordinates recruitment event every semester
- Classroom experience – company provides guest speaker each semester
- Participate in student mentoring opportunity
- Recognition through plaque in IMC lobby

### $1 million – $1.49 million
- Name on Integrated Manufacturing Center
- Partner with instructors on new and existing curriculum development (i.e. robotics, vision systems, hydraulics, programmable logic controllers)
- Opportunity for display in IMC lobby
- **Exclusive invitation to annual Dean’s Reception for recognizing highest achieving students and opportunity to present**
- First consideration to mentor students on key projects
- Company tour once per semester in select courses
- Company coordinates recruitment event every semester
- Classroom experience – company provides guest speaker each semester
- Participate in student mentoring opportunity
- Recognition through plaque in IMC lobby

### $750,000 – $999,999
- Name on Integrated Manufacturing and Engineering Laboratory
- Exclusive invitation to annual Dean’s Reception for recognizing highest achieving students and opportunity to present
- First consideration to mentor students on key projects
- Company tour once per semester in select courses
- Company coordinates recruitment event every semester
- Classroom experience – company provides guest speaker each semester
- Participate in student mentoring opportunity
- Recognition through plaque in IMC lobby

### $500,000 – $749,999
- Name associated with one of four spaces – IMT Lab, AST Lab (2), or Engineering Lecture Hall *
- Exclusive invitation to annual Dean’s Reception for recognizing highest achieving students
- First consideration to mentor students on key projects
- Company tour once per semester in select courses
- Company coordinates recruitment event every semester
- Classroom experience – company provides guest speaker each semester
- Participate in student mentoring opportunity
- Recognition through plaque in IMC lobby

### $250,000 – $499,999
- Name associated with one of four spaces – Electronics Laboratory* (2) or Electronics Fabrication Laboratory*
- Company coordinates recruitment event every semester
- Classroom experience – company provides guest speaker each semester
- Participate in student mentoring opportunity
- Recognition through plaque in IMC lobby

### $100,000 – $249,999
- Name associated with one of four spaces – Engineering Classroom* (2), IMC Tech Laboratory or AST Classroom
- Classroom experience – company provides guest speaker each semester
- Participate in student mentoring opportunity
- Recognition through plaque in IMC lobby

### $50,000 – $99,999
- Name associated with one of three spaces – Conference Room* (2) or 2nd Floor Commons*
- Participate in student mentoring opportunity
- Recognition through plaque in IMC lobby

### Below $50,000
- Recognition through plaque in IMC lobby

---

* Contingent on securing lead funding
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